Ben Sarton and Michelle Dawson from SLR Consulting will present
this webinar on Noise at Work and your legal requirements:
Description:
Ben Sarton and Michelle Dawson from SLR Consulting will present this webinar which
considers the risk to employees from Noise at Work; the legal requirements for employers
ensure that their employees are protected from exposure to excessive noise levels, the
procedures to assess whether employees are at risk and the actions that can be taken to
reduce noise levels within a workplace.
The webinar also outline how managers can train and educate employees to become more
aware of the risks and to help them identify any potential breaches in Noise at Work
Regulations.

Who should attend:
The webinar will be of interest to H&S Managers, H&S Directors, as well as middle and
senior management who are involved in shop floor operations.

Presenter: Benedict Sarton

Benedict is the Technical Discipline Manager for the acoustics team has worked out of the
SLR Nottingham office since 2004. Benedict has project managed noise and vibration impact
surveys, assessments and full EIA’s for industrial, mineral, waste, renewable energy and
residential developments throughout the UK.
Benedict has an in-depth knowledge of current noise and vibration legislation and liaises
with clients, environmental health officers, planners, health and safety managers and
architects and has experience of writing proofs of evidence for use in public enquires.
Benedict is also a corporate member of the Institute of Acoustics and has completed and
holds, with merit, the Diploma in Acoustics and Noise Control.

Presenter: Michelle Dawson

Michelle, a Principal Consultant in the Acoustics Team at SLR, has over thirteen years
consultancy experience in acoustics and noise control, and is a Corporate Member of the
Institute of Acoustics.
Michelle's responsibilities include project managing environmental Noise and Vibration
Assessments for residential, industrial, and infrastructure developments, representing
Clients at Planning Committee, Appeal, and Public Inquiry, and mentoring junior members
of staff.

